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Updates on COVID-19

On May 4th, the COVID-19 Core Team raised
the campus alert level to Medium, due to the
number of cases among students, faculty, and
staff. With this change, masks are required
indoors except for students in their own
residence hall room or house, and for faculty and staff in their private workspace.

For links to campus testing results, the CDC, Minnesota Department of Health, and
Rice County COVID-19 case data, please visit Carleton's COVID-19 dashboard.

Campus news
Yuanhao Zou '22 Awarded Prestigious Watson
Fellowship for World Travel

Yuanhao Zou '22, a history and
mathematics double major with
minors in Arabic and Middle East
studies, will be exploring global
folk music traditions in
endangered languages in various
countries, including Mexico and
Malaysia, during his year abroad.

Regional Premiere of Considering Matthew
Shepard

On May 7, the Carleton Choir joined the
44-voice professional choir The Singers
in sharing the heartbreaking story of
Matthew Shepard being murdered in
1998 for being a gay man. The
performance used poetry, as well as
quotes from Matt's parents, to find
healing and hope.

Knights Sports Highlights

Sophomore pitcher Keifer Lord '24 has been red-hot on the mound for the Knight's
men's baseball squad this season and recently earned his third and fourth MIAC
Baseball Pitcher of the Week awards. Lord now ranks eleventh in the nation in
strikeouts per nine innings, with 14.44, as well as third in the nation in walks and
hits allowed per inning, sitting at just .72.

The women's tennis team is headed
back to the NCAA Championships for
the eighth time in program history! The
No. 2 seeded Knights took down top
seed and No. 37-ranked Gustavus
Adolphus College by a 5-1 margin in the
finals of the MIAC Playoffs. This marked
the eighth time since 2007 that these
programs met in the title match of the
conference tournament. The men's
tennis team saw its season end in the
finals of the MIAC Playoffs with a loss to conference rival Gustavus Adolphus, whom
they have met 12 of the last 15 years in the conference championship.

See more highlights and the schedule for men's and women's tennis, men's and
women's track and field, men's and women's golf, baseball, and softball.

Recent news on student/faculty research

Carls will be well-represented at the 2022 Conference on Artificial Life, where
Shakeal Hodge '23 and Zhen Ren '22 co-authored an accepted manuscript
titled, "Evolutionary stability of host-endosymbiont mutualism is reduced by
multi-infection." The project was led by Emily Dolson from Michigan State
University with assistance from assistant professor of computer science
Anya Vostinar '12.
In addition, three works directed by Vostinar have been accepted to appear
in the proceedings of the same conference. Piper Welch '22 and Kai Johnson
'24 are lead authors of, "Endosymbiosis or Bust: Influence of Ectosymbiosis
on Evolution of Obligate Endosymbiosis." Alison Cameron '22 and Seth
Dorchen '24 are lead authors of, "Keep Your Frenemies Closer:
Bacteriophage That Benefit Their Hosts Evolve to be More Temperate." And,
Claire Schregardus '21 is the lead author of, "Dirty Transmission Hypothesis:
Increased Mutations During Horizontal Transmission Can Select for
Increased Levels of Mutualism in Endosymboints."
Associate professor of psychology Julia Strand, along with alumni co-authors
Violet Brown '17, Naseem Dillman-Hasso -20, ZhaoBin Li '21, Lucia Ray '20,
and Ellie Mamantov '21, published a paper in Attention, Perception, and
Psychophysics. The paper, "Revisiting the target-masker linguistic similarity
hypothesis," assesses how spoken word recognition is affected by the
presence of competing speech in other languages.
Professor of geology Sarah Titus joined Natalie Hummel '20 (pictured) and
Seth Waag-Swift '17 in authoring a paper about how the plate boundary in
northern Ireland affects rocks along the coast in the Journal of Geophysical
Research. The authors used statistical techniques and tools developed by
lecturer Joshua Davis.

Ye Olde Windmill Tilting Unicycle Jousting
Tournament – May 7

Of course, a unicycle jousting tournament. What else
would Carls be doing on a Saturday afternoon in May?

Career Center
Learning and Exploration through Internships
A simple search of the word, “externship,”
produces many results often comparing and
contrasting externships and internships. While the
two are similar, there are some key differences
outlined in many articles and career sites.

At Carleton, we define an externship as a direct
experience to connect career and academic
interests. Externships provide close supervision
with frequent interactions between hosts and
students to encourage learning and reflection.

Read more about the externship program and how
you can help host a student for an externship.

Upcoming events
Nancy Braker '81 on the Arb in the Spring
Wednesday, May 18
2:00 - 3:00pm Central

Nancy Braker '81, the Puzak Family
Director of the Cowling Arboretum, is back
by popular demand. Join her online for a
live walking tour of the Arb in all its spring
glory. Find out what's in bloom and what
nature has in store, all from the comfort of
your home.

Junior and Senior Art Shows
If you're visiting campus in the next
few weeks, you can find the Junior Art
Show on display at the Boliou Gallery
from now until May 29.

Senior Studio Art majors will have
their work shown May 12-June 10 in
the Perlman Teaching Museum.

Alumni Spotlight
Carleton alum among first to return to service
abroad for Peace Corps

Jonas Lindholm-Uzzi '20 is currently acting as an agriculture volunteer in Zambia,
part of a long history of Carleton's involvement in the Peace Corps.
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